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Increased microvessel density (MVD) values in breast cancer correlate with tumor growth and progression
while mammaglobin (MGB) expression in tumor cells is associated with a favorable prognosis. We aim to
evaluate and correlate MVD values with MGB expression in molecular types of breast cancer specimens and
to determine their utility as prognostic biological markers. A number of 52 breast cancer specimens were
included in the study. Specimens were processed for routine histopathological diagnosis followed by the
molecular classification by means of estrogen (ER), progesterone (PR) and HER2 immunohistochemical
reactions. After performing immunohistochemistry for CD34 and MGB, MVD evaluation was made using the
“hot spot” method for each case and MGB was scored between 0 (negative) and +3 (strong positive)
depending on the intensity and distribution of the staining.   MGB expression in tumor cells and MVD mean
values were extremely variable. The greatest MVD mean values were obtained in luminal B followed by
HER2, luminal A and triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) (95.33, 69, 62, and 40, respectively). MGB expression
in the tumor cells generally ranged from mild to weak and was strong only in a few invasive ductal carcinoma
cases. In cases with TNBCs the expression of MGB in tumor cells was weak and focal or negative. This
variability was noticed between the molecular types of breast cancers and even within the same molecular
type. In a restricted number of cases, MGB positive tumors were associated with low MVD values while the
negative cases were characterized by increased MVD mean values. The variable results we obtained regarding
the correlation between MVD and MGB in breast cancer specimens may indicate a rather restricted use of
MVD/MGB in estimating breast cancer patients’ prognosis.
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MGB and MVD are known in the literature as prognostic
parameters in breast cancer patients. Unlike MGB, MVD
count is not restricted to the malignantly transformed breast
tissue, its use being extended to a wide range of human
benign and malignant conditions. MGB is one of the
markers of the normal and malignantly transformed breast
tissue where it can be detected in two main forms with
different molecular masses [1, 2]. When investigating the
human MGB gene, in 1998, Watson et al. [3] have
concluded that it is not ver y well conserved
phylogenetically and it presents a series of architectural
similarities with uteroglobin genes and rat prostatein
subunits. Using fluorescent in situ hybridization, the MGB
gene has been localized on chromosome 11q13 which is
usually amplified in breast cancer [3]. Increased MGB
protein expression in breast cancer patients is associated
with a favorable prognosis although its implications and
functions are not yet fully understood [1, 4]. MGB-A, one of
the members of the secretoglobin superfamily, is
expressed in most breast cancer cells and is currently being
studied as a potential therapeutic target in immune
therapies [5]. Its use in detecting both circulating and
disseminated malignant cells explains MGB-A potential
clinical applications [5]. Several studies have shown that
MGB expression is strictly limited to the mammary tissue
[1, 2] and that MGB-A represents a useful biomarker for
detecting primary breast cancers but it also can be used to
detect micrometastases in sentinel lymph nodes [6]. From
this point of view, in a study conducted in 2010, Rehman et

al. [7] have stated that MGB is overexpressed in breast
carcinoma as compared to the normal breast epithelium’
and that it ‘can act as a useful tool in the diagnosis of
women with breast cancer. Although being highly
expressed in the early stages of breast cancer, MGB-A
expression has been shown to decrease during the
progression of this disease [8], thus pointing towards a
poorer prognosis.

Although not being the focus of the study conducted by
Sun et al., MGB has been shown to positively correlate with
androgen receptor expression in invasive breast
carcinomas [9]. In the histopathological types of breast
cancer, MGB positivity has been demonstrated in mucinous
carcinomas [10] and in cutaneous metastases from ductal
breast carcinomas, its reaction being identified with an
increased percentage [11]. Also, MGB-A expression is
increased in typical and atypical intraductal papillomas of
the breast but decreased in intraductal papillar y
carcinomas [12]. In case of the four molecular types of
breast cancer, Lewis et al. have shown a variable MGB
expression [13]. MGB expression is statistically significant
in the luminal types and HER2 breast cancers whereas
‘most BLCs [basal-like carcinomas] and UTNCs
[unclassified triple-negative carcinomas] are negative for
MGB [mammaglobin]’ [13]. Despite its positive reaction
in luminal-like and HER2 breast cancers, MGB is less
sensitive than other markers [14].

High MGB expression levels are associated with
decreased migration and invasion of breast cancer cells
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[2]. Several studies have shown that MGB-derived peptides
are capable of inducing T-cell mediated immune responses
[15], thus becoming potential targets in immunotherapy
based breast cancer treatment. This hypothesis is based
on the fact that some of the MGB-derived proteins are
expressed on the surface of breast cancer cells and may
consecutively be used for breast cancer targeted drug
delivery [15, 16]. Prior to these studies, Guan et al. have
demonstrated that MGB-A is not only a breast-specific
protein but also an independent breast cancer prognostic
marker due to the lack of correlation neither with
progesterone receptors nor with the Nottingham grade
[17]. Besides its diagnostic and prognostic role in breast
cancers, MGB-A is also regarded as a useful differential
marker of breast cancer metastasis from primary lung
cancer [18].

Despite its exclusive expression in the mammary tissue,
in the past, MGB has been insufficiently studied in the field
of breast cancer. Very few studies have been focused on
demonstrating the role of this protein in the major
histopathological types of breast cancer, and, even fewer,
on presenting the implications of MGB-A in the molecular
types of breast cancer. The available data regarding the
implications of MGB-A in breast cancer either has not been
or has been insufficiently correlated with MVD, an indicator
of tumor angiogenesis in breast cancer specimens.
Increased MVD values correlate with a poorer prognosis
and with a higher metastatic risk in several human cancers,
including those of the breast [19]. The correlation between
MVD and different molecular substances, such as
indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO) in advanced stages
of breast cancer has recently been demonstrated [20].
Using contrast-enhanced ultrasonography, Li X et al. have
shown the importance of MVD not only as a prognostic
parameter but also as an indirect indicator of the
histological grade of breast cancers [21]. As an indicator
of active angiogenesis in benign and malignant human
lesions, MVD values are influenced by several growth
factors, hormones [22] and even by tryptase positive mast
cells [23, 24]. Furthermore, Liu et al. found a statistically
significant association between microRNA(miR)-10b, a
predictor of metastases and MVD values [25]. Down-
regulation of tumor vessel proliferation and the decrease
of MVD values are one of the key points in antiangiogenic
therapy and improvement of the overall survival rate [26].
A favorable patient prognosis was strongly associated with
low MVD values and with a decrease of different matrix
metalloproteinases [27], known to promote cancer cell
migration. MVD measurement following CD31, CD34 or
CD105 immunohistochemical assessment was
associated with a high metastatic risk in patients diagnosed
with breast cancer in case the values were increased [28,
29]. Due to their implications as prognostic biomarkers
and indicators of patient overall survival rate, we propose
to analyze the relationship between MGB-A expression in
the tumor cells and MVD in the molecular types of breast
cancer. MVD/MGB-A association may bring new insights
on the understanding of breast cancer evolution and impact
on the patients outcome.

Experimental Part
Materials and methods

A total number of 52 cases of breast carcinomas were
included in our study. Tissue specimens were fixed in 10%
buffered formalin for 48 hours and paraffin embedded. Five
µm thick sections were performed from each paraffin block
and sections were mounted on silanized slides. Sections
from each case were stained with routine hematoxylin

and eosin method for histopathologic examination using
Axiocam 506 color, Zeiss, Jena, Germany. Out of the total
number of cases, 38 cases were ductal invasive carcinoma,
7 cases of invasive lobular carcinoma, 1 medullary
carcinoma and 6 cases of hybrid tumors as follows: ductal
in situ carcinoma and ductal invasive carcinoma, ductal
invasive carcinoma and medullary carcinoma, ductal
invasive and lobular invasive carcinoma, respectively. Out
of the total number of 38 cases of ductal invasive
carcinomas, 11 were associated with their lymph node
metastases.

For the molecular classification of breast cancer, all the
specimens were stained for ER, PR and HER2.
Immunohistochemical techniques included heat-induced
epitope retrieval with Bond Epitope Retrieval Solution 2, a
ready-to-use, pH 9.0 solution (Leica Biosystems,
Newcastle Ltd, Newcastle Upon Tyne NE 12 8EW, UK) for
20 minutes, in the case of the ER and PR antibodies.
Endogenous peroxidase blocking was performed using 3%
hydrogen peroxide for 5 minutes. ER (monoclonal, clone
6F11, Bond ready-to-use reagent, Leica Biosystems,
Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK, 30 minutes incubation time)
and PR (monoclonal, clone 16, Bond ready-to-use reagent,
Leica Biosystems, Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK, 30 minutes
incubation time) were used as primary antibodies. The
Bond Polymer Refine Detection System was used for
visualisation. 3, 3 diamino-benzidine dihydrochloride was
applied for 10 minutes as chromogen, and haematoxylin
for 5 minutes as nuclear staining. The Bond Oracle
Detection System was used for HER2 visualisation.
Immunoreactivity was estimated as positive in the cells
with nuclear (ER, PR) and membrane expression (HER2).
The entire immunohistochemical procedure was
performed with Leica Bond-Max (Leica Biosystems,
Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK) autostainer. Out of the total
number of cases included in our study, 34 cases were
classified as luminal A, 14 cases as luminal B, 2 cases as
HER2 and 2 cases as TNBCs.

The molecular classification was followed by MGB
detection in tumor cells and tumor vessels count after using
CD34. For the double immunostaining, CD34 (monoclonal,
clone QBEnd10, Bond ready to use reagent, Leica
Biosystems, Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK, 30 minutes
incubation time) and MGB (monoclonal, clone 304-1A5,
ready to use, DakoCytomation, California Inc., 30 min
incubation time) were used as antibodies. The Bond
Polymer Refine Detection System and Bond Polymer Refine
Red Detection System were used for visualisation.
Cytoplasmic expression (MGB - red, CD34 - brown) was
evaluated for MVD calculation using the hot spot method
by choosing the microscopic field containing the highest
vessel density for each specimen under X4 magnification.
Vessel counting was performed under X20 magnification
by choosing 3 different areas from the same initially
selected microscopic field. CD34 positive vessels (brown)
were counted separately followed by the calculation of
the arithmetic mean for each selected field. MGB positive
tumor cells (red) were examined and characterized using
a score that ranged from 0 (negative) to +3 (strong positive)
depending on the distribution and staining intensity. Tumor
cells were considered positive for MGB only if exhibiting a
cytoplasmic pattern of reaction.

Results and discussions
All the specimens included in our study were

characterized by the presence of CD34 positive vessels.
Our results showed evident variability regarding MVD mean
values and MGB expression in breast cancer tumor cells.
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This variability was found between the different molecular
types of breast cancer and even between the same
molecular types.

MGB cytoplasmic pattern of expression was mostly
diffuse and homogeneous. In these specimens we noticed
that MGB positive cells invaded the surrounding adipose
tissue (fig. 1).

node metastases or it decreased from strong to weak.
Despite these observations, we found one case of invasive
ductal carcinoma luminal B type where the corresponding
lymph node metastasis was strongly positive for MGB (fig.
3).

Fig. 1. Invasive ductal carcinoma showing positive MGB expression
in the tumor cells. Note the low number of CD34 positive vessels
(brown) and the presence of numerous MGB positive tumor cells
(red) in the areas of white adipose tissue invasion (upper right).

Note the diffuse MGB expression in all tumor areas. X10
magnification.

The positive reaction for MGB was maintained in the
areas of tumor infiltration. For few breast cancer specimens
we noticed an inversely proportional correlation between
MVD and MGB. In these cases, the strong MGB expression
in the tumor cells was associated with low MVD mean
values, whereas the negative reaction for MGB expression
was associated with increased MVD.

Most of the vessels were of small caliber, with a thin
vascular wall, either with a narrow or without visible lumen
(fig. 2). These vessels were found in both peritumor and
intratumor areas.

Fig.2. Invasive ductal carcinoma showing MGB negative tumor
cells. Note the presence of numerous CD34 positive vessels of

small caliber. X10 magnification.
In lymph node metastases, the vessels surrounding the

tumor areas and those situated at a distance from these
areas all present a CD34 positive immunohistochemical
profile (fig 3). Most of the lymph node metastases
exhibited an MGB negative profile. However, we did
noticed a positive MGB reaction that ranged from strong
to weak or was isolate in a few number of cases. The
MGB immunohistochemical profile was generally
maintained starting from the primary tumor to its lymph

Fig. 3. Lymph node metastasis from an invasive ductal carcinoma
exhibiting a solid growth pattern. Note the presence of small
caliber vessels surrounding the tumor areas (brown) and the

strong positive reaction for MGB in the tumor cells (red). MGB
expression in the tumor cells is strong, diffuse and homogeneous,

with a cytoplasmic pattern of reaction. X20 magnification.

The positive reaction for MGB in the tumor cells
commences during the benign lesion stages and is weak
in the intraductal hyperplasia areas. The intensity of MGB
positive reaction gradually increases towards the atypical
hyperplastic lesions. In the areas containing ductal
carcinoma in situ, we found an MGB positive expression
that was identical with the one exhibited by the invasive
lesions.

All vessels were positive for CD34 but the intensity of
the MGB reaction was extremely variable from one
specimen to another and even within the same specimen
(table 1). Some of the examined specimens showed a
weak, focally positive MGB reaction.

The highest MVD mean value was obtained for luminal
B breast cancers (95.33) while the lowest value was
obtained for the luminal A type (30). The mean value for
TNBCs ranged between 62.66 and 40. MGB expression in
the tumor cells was also variable but predominantly weak
to mild with the exception of a few cases of invasive ductal
carcinomas classiffied as luminal A and HER2 that were
strong positive. In TNBCs cases MGB positive reaction was
weak and focally distributed or was negative. Similarly to
the other molecular types of breast cancer, TNBCs showed
the presence of an increased MVD mean values. We
noticed that the overall mean values for MVD and MGB
expression in the tumor cells are variable from one breast
cancer type to another and even between the same
molecular types.

Despite being a promising prognostic biomarker, MGB
values in the molecular types of breast cancer are
controversial and insufficiently correlated with MVD in
terms of diagnostic and prognostic applicability. From this
point of view, GATA-3 possesses a higher diagnostic
sensibility in invasive breast cancers and in cytologic
materials [30, 31]. The highest GATA-3 expression was
found in the luminal types of breast cancer [30]. However,
GATA-3 utility in the diagnosis of poorly differentiated
invasive breast cancers and non-luminal types is limited
whereas MGB may become a useful diagnostic tool in these
cases [30]. MVD, the major angiogenesis-related
parameter [32] does not always correlate with MGB
expression hence the difficulty of ensuring a complete
estimation of the patients’ prognosis. However, Hu et al.
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[33] have demonstrated the implications of MGB-A as an
independent prognostic biomarker in breast cancer. Plasma
MGB-A is associated with lymph node metastases and
advanced tumor stage, but no correlation was found
between MGB-A and tumor size, tumor differentiation,
menopausal status and hormone status of breast cancer
patients [33]. Our results show a variable MGB expression
in the molecular types of breast cancer. Despite the general
decrease of MGB expression starting from benign lesions
to malignant changes of breast tissue specimens, a strong
MGB expression in tumor cells is sometimes observed in
invasive breast lesions. The relationship found by us
between MVD and MGB expression in breast cancers is
characterized by an increased variability. Thus, MGB
positive specimens are not necessarily associated with
low MVD values. Our findings suggest the possibility of an
inversely proportional relation between MVD and MGB in a
limited number of breast cancer specimens. The cases in
which we identified a strong MGB expression and
increased MVD values, may partially support the findings
of Picot et al. regarding MGB-A implications in promoting
cancer cell malignant features [34]. The authors of this
study demonstrated that the loss of MGB-A expression
determines a decrease of tumor cell proliferation [34].
However, these results need to be further investigated in
order to become applicable in daily clinical practice.

Breast cancer angiogenesis is known to correlate with
tumor progression and metastasis [35, 36] and thus with
an aggressive profile and invasion potential. However,
several previous studies have pinpointed the correlation
between MGB and a favorable prognosis [2, 6]. Our findings
indicate that some invasive breast lesions maintain an
intense MGB-A expression in the tumor cells, thus
generating a series of questions in need of elucidation. Is
MGB-A a friend or a foe for breast cancer patients? Could
metastatic breast carcinomas that are MGB-A positive be
defined as distinct molecular subtypes? Our study does
not provide the only controversial results in the field of
breast cancer research. In 2015, Kraby et al. [37]
demonstrated that luminal A breast cancer was associated
with a poor prognosis in the presence of a high MVD while
basal-like breast cancers were not. In our study, the highest
overall MGB and MVD mean values were obtained for
luminal A and luminal B types followed by HER2 and TNBC
(table 1). With reference to lymph node metastases, Raica
et al. [38] have shown a significant correlation between
MGB expression in the primary tumor and lymph node
status but not with the pathologic subtype of breast
carcinoma. These findings suggest that MGB expression
only defines a subgroup of patients and is useful in order to
detect breast cancer metastases [38]. These aspects
support or results according to which combined MVD/MGB
evaluation has a restricted use in estimating breast cancer
patient’s prognosis.

The results we obtained are variable between different
molecular types of breast cancer and even between the

same molecular types, thus suggesting the heterogeneous
behavior pattern of breast cancer. Currently, MVD is
documented as an independent prognostic factor for HER2
and negative phenotype breast cancers [39]. Increased
MVD values are directly correlated with a poor survival rate
[37, 39] especially for the negative profile types [39]. In
accordance to these previous findings, the TNBCs
specimens included in our study were negative for MGB,
with the exception of a restricted area containing few MGB
positive tumor cells that was detected in one of the two
TNBCs cases. In these specimens MVD mean values were
increased. It appears that the rate of angiogenesis is high
in HER2 and TNBC compared to other breast cancers [40].
Our results support this finding through the high MVD mean
values obtained for HER2 and TNBC cases. Recent studies
show the importance of MVP (microvessel proliferation)
in estimating the aggressive features of breast cancers
[41] in comparison to standard MVD calculation. Although
we only determined MVD and not MVP values for each
case included in our study, all tumor specimens exhibited
a rich vasculature.

MGB-A implications as a prognostic parameter in breast
cancer patients remain controversial at the time being.
The studies conducted in the field of breast cancer either
support its negligible role compared to other biomarkers
[30, 42] or are in favor of MGB-A implications in cancer cell
proliferation and poor patient outcome [34]. Despite the
available data, MGB may not be as completely elucidated
as it seems at the time being. As far as we know, there are
no current studies that have focused on the relation
between MVD and MGB-A for the prognostic evaluation of
the molecular types of breast cancer. The association
between MGB-A and other prognostic parameters besides
MVD may aid the emergence of novel and efficient
biomarkers in the field of breast cancer diagnosis and
prognosis.

Conclusions
Our results show no correlation between MVD and MGB

in the molecular types of breast cancer. The use of
combined MVD/MGB-A evaluation in estimating breast
cancer patients’ prognosis is restricted. With the exception
of some few breast cancer specimens where we found an
inversely proportional correlation between MVD mean
values and MGB expression, most of the breast cancers
included in our study exhibited a significant variability
regarding both MVD mean values and MGB expression in
the tumor cells. This variability was maintained in both the
primary tumors and their associated lymph node
metastases and in the different molecular profiles of breast
cancer specimens. MGB expression was strong but mostly
isolate in specimens containing lymph node metastasis.
Some of the lymph node metastases were negative for
MGB while others maintained a strong, diffuse MGB

Table 1
MVD MEAN VALUES AND THE

CORRESPONDING MGB EXPRESSION IN THE
MOLECULAR TYPES OF BREAST CANCER.
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expression. Further studies in the field of breast cancer
research are needed in order to confirm these findings.
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